
Eco-solutions to maintain a

Clean Boat Hull

Swedish Innovations - Worldwide Satisfaction
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Our Swedish products are solutions to protect the environment and make it easy
for boaters to take care of their hulls. Fouling and dirt on the hull is soft and fluffy
when the boat is in the water. Therefore, it is much easier to remove the fouling 

and dirt then. The buoyancy in the Scrubbis products is pushing up towards the hull
to simplify the cleaning considerably!

SWeDen loVeS
tHe enVIRonMent In BoatInG!

Do You?

UnderLine System removes the fouling 
from your boat hull, while the boat is still 
in the water. 
UnderLine System handles soft and 
rough fouling, to achive clean hull with 
less friction and a faster boat.

WaterLine System cleans the dirt on the 
hull at the waterline, while the boat is 
still in the water. 
WaterLine System combines mechanical 
cleaning with a mild detergent, to 
achive best cosmetic apperance.

It is invented in Sweden and spread to the world.

underline System Waterline System

our Product Solutions

SWeDen
InVentIon

You can combine the products to 
clean and maintain your hull, for 
cosmetic and performance boost.

easy and quick
Exploit the buoyancy force 
to simplify and quickly 
cleaning the hull.

Good for the environment
Using Scrubbis instead of using toxic paints or other chemicals 
is the solution to a major environmental problem. 

easy to bring
Foldable and easy to stow 
away in the boat with 
the detachable parts and 
modularity. Scrubbis is always 
available when needed.

Save money
Affordable tools to take 
care of your hull. A clean 
hull gives you up to 20% 
lower operating cost for 
motorboats.

Faster boat
Scrubbis makes your boat 
up to 30% faster!
A clean hull creates a lower 
friction in the water.

Scrubbis products works for both 
motor boats and sailsboats, and 

most hull types.



Hard 
scraper

Soft
scraper
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Underline System

art.no 86102

Hull Scraper Set

With Scrubbis Hull Scraper SET
you easily remove soft barnacles and 
other soft fouling from the hull. Clean 
the hull while the boat is in the water.

Hull Scraper SET is profitable and environmentally friendly 
solution to the problem of fouling on boats. It is a special 
tool to clean the hull in a time and cost effective manner. 
The cleaning head has a buoyancy of 2 kg / 4.4 LBS 
and a 3.2 m / 126 in long telescopic handle. Buoyancy 
distributed on the narrow scraper blades makes scraping 
force becomes very high and thus effective.

The cleaning head is equipped with flexible scrapers which effectively 
clean the hull. There is also a hard scraper blade for cleaning the harder 
fouling if necessary.

Dimensions:
Length: 110-320cm / 43-126 in
Width: 40cm / 16 in
Diameter: 40cm / 3.7 in

Included in the Set:
   Cleaning head
   Telescopic handle
   Extension pipe
   Bent pipe

https://youtu.be/lHG7AEm6n-0

Fouling flows out from the hull when the boat is in the water 
and thus becomes very easy to scrape off. Even barnacles in 
the early stage (2-4 weeks) comes off easily.

A 30-35 foot sailboat cleaned in about 20 minutes. You put the boat 
alongside, for example, a floating jetty. Scrub your boat about 3-6 times 
per season, depending on where the boat is.

https://youtu.be/lHG7AEm6n-0


https://youtu.be/t0qMzobAbe8
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Underline System Groovy Head
art.no 86152

Regular Cleaning Head is a spare parts 
for the Hull Scraper SET to replace worn 
cleaning heads.

Spare part for Scrubbis Scraper SET (86102) 
to replace worn cleaning heads. With a new 
cleaning head you scrub the hull more efficiently. 
The worn-cleaning head can be thrown in the 
recycling.

Groovy Cleaning Head remove rough 
and hard fouling from the hull. Suitable 
for water with very heavy fouling.

Groovy Head is a cleaning head and accessory to Hull Scraper 
Set (86102). Replacing the usual cleaning head with Groovy 
Head. This is designed for tough and abundant marine growth, 
but not already hardened fouling such as shells. The cleaning 
head has a buoyancy of 2 kg / 4.4 LBS, which creates a 
pressure against the hull and facilitates cleaning.

art.no 86120 Regular Head

Dimensions: LxD:

Dimensions: LxD:

For best results, we recommend that you 
first use Groovy Head and then switch 
back to the regular cleaning head. 
First you remove the heavy fouling and 
then the softer sludge and you get a 
clean hull. 

Included in the spare part package:
   Cleaning head with soft scrapers
   Hard scraper

40x9,5 cm
15.7x3.7 in

40x11 cm
15.7x4.7 in

https://youtu.be/lHG7AEm6n-0


110-210 cm
43-86 in
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Underline SystemIndicator Plate
art.no 86106

This is also a spare part for
Scrubbis Hull Scraper SET (86102).

With Indicator Plate you can see when 
it’s time to scrub of the fouling from 
your boat hull. 
It’s easy, fast and illustrative. 

Tie the Scrubbis Indicator Plate with your boat
or the jetty beside the boat. When the fouling 
grows on your boat hull it will also grow on the 
Scrubbis Indicator plate.

Once in a while during the season, lift up the plate 
from the water and look if there is any fouling.
If so, then it’s time to scrub your boat hull with 
Scrubbis Scraper SET or other Scrubbis products. 
Also scrape of the fouling from the plate so you 
know you restart the indicator fresh. 

Telescopic handle enables access to scrub the hull 
at the waterline. You can stand on the deck or on 
an adjacent jetty to access and scrub the hull at 
the waterline. 

Dimensions: WxH:

telescopic Handle

accessories

art.no 86151

Accessory for Scrubbis WaterLine Brush (86103)
that functions as a handle.

Dimensions: L:

12x12 cm
4.7x4.7 in
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Waterline System

Scrubbis Waterline System consists of 
several products to easily and effectively 
manage, cleanse and care for the hull
at the waterline.

the products included in
the Waterline System are:

- WaterLine Brush: 
A brush to scrub and scrape 
off the dirt.

- Telescopic handle:
Accessories for WaterLine 
Brush. 

- WaterLine Cleaner Spray:
Detergent applied on the 
WaterLine Brush.

https://youtu.be/pRkOvfAqfZMbis

The concept of Scrubbis Waterline System is to 
handle boat hull by the waterline, while the boat 
is in the water during the season. The waterline 
can be cleaned continuously and is always clean 
and nice during the season. Also, the dirt and the 
coating is moist and easy to remove while the boat 
is int the water.

The system is environmentally friendly when 
combining mechanical cleaning with mild detergent. 
No harsh chemicals or acids need to be used.

https://youtu.be/pRkOvfAqfZM
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Waterline System

art.no 86103

Waterline Brush

Waterline Cleaner Spray is specially formulated 
to clean the hull at the waterline from dirt and 
coatings. Spray it on the WaterLine Brush (86103) 
to create more efficient systems for cleaning.

Waterline Cleaner Spray and Brush is used while 
the boat is in the water during the season, while 
the dirt on the hull is moist and easy to remove. 
Cleaner Spray contains no chemicals that harm 
gelcoat, textile, steel or glass. Size: 16.9oz/50ml. 

With Waterline Brush you will easily remove
dirt and stains from the hull at the waterline.
Suitable for smaller and larger boats.

Waterline Brush is an effective cleaning head for scrubbing the 
hull at the waterline. It cleans of dirt and stains such as grease, 
soot, oil and marine biofouling. Waterline Brush shall be mount-
ed on telescopic shaft available in Hull Scraper Set (86102). You 
can also buy Telescopic Handle (86151) separately.

Waterline Brush is preferably combined with Waterline Cleaner 
Spray (86200) to get an effective overall solution towards the 
dirt. Waterline Brush is used while the boat is in the water during 
the season, while the dirt on the hull is moist and easy to remove.

Accessory for Scrubbis WaterLine Brush (86103) that functions as a 
handle. Telescopic handle enables access to scrub the hull at the water-
line. You can stand on the deck or on an adjacent jetty to access and 
scrub the hull at the waterline. 
This is also a spare part for Scrubbis Hull Scraper SET (86102).

Waterline Cleaner Spray provides extra cleaning power
to the Waterline brush. It dissolves the dirt and clean
the hull at the waterline. 

Waterline Cleaner Spray

telescopic Handle

art.nr 86200

art.nr 86151

100% water soluble and mild

Contains no acids or harsh 
chemicals

Very effective in combination 
with WaterLine Brush

Used during the season while 
the boat is in the water

Dimensions: L:

Waterline Brush 
 
Brush Part:
One side with soft 
bristle fleece to scrub 
and brush.

Scraper strips:
One side for scraping 
and rinsing.

Buoyancy:
1 kg / 2.2 lbs buoy-
ancy that helps and 
pushes against the hull.

Dimensions, WxLxH:

110-210 cm
43-86 in

8x20x12 cm
3x7.9x4.7 in
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Scrubbis marine products are available at well stocked shops around the world. On our 
website you will find a list of all our Distributors/Retailers.

Scrubbis aB.
Postgangen 30, 171 45 Solna.
SWEDEN
info@scrubbis.com

+46 70-770 95 71
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